Inside, you'll find:

- Crucial data on more than 450 Pokémon, including their moves, locations, stats, and Evolutions!
- Detailed guides on Pokémon Eggs and how to find all Kalos region Pokémon!
- Lists of all TMs, HMs, items, Berries, and Mega Stones—"including where to find them!"
- Extra tips and hints for your adventures after the Hall of Fame!
- A poster of the Kalos region Pokémon!
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**Customer Reviews**

The post adventure strategy guide is only as expansive as the content found in-game after beating it. As such, I'll just list a few things not mentioned in the description to help other potential customers decide if it's worth buying this guide:

- The poster included is approximately 30in by 37in, or 58cm by 94cm.
- The guide explains the functions of Battle Maison.
- The guide lists all available Pokémon found in Friend Safari.
- The guide provides the areas where the roaming legendary birds can be found to force them into Sea Spirit's Den.
- The guide provides ranking information for the Battle Institute.
- The guide provides extensive information for the Looker sidequest.
- The guide has outdated information on the breeding mechanics. (to be discussed below)
- The guide provides the locations of the megastones.
- The guide explains how the Pokéradar works.
- This strategy guide has the same layout as the previous guide, with an introduction of the new location with a checklist of items and Pokémon obtainable in said area, followed by points of interests worth checking out. Just like the guide before it, it has a list of the egg groups readily available, so there's no need to refer to the
previous guide for the information. The guide also gives information on how Pokémon breeding works but it's a tad outdated. The information that is outdated is still correct, but it does not explain that the mechanics have been simplified, making it far easier to breed a Pokémon with the desired traits. The first half of the guide does its job in assisting the player find all the post-game content while providing tips where applicable. The second half of the guide, which is the Pokédex, is as informative as it can be.
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